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For the third time in six weeks, yours truly is composing an editorial. This is rather too

is, however, that-we ar-e now on schedule again. And.'.
-o"n oiinood thins: the sood news
vout edito|-pto+em"fras n"owfour weerts to goof bff, before the April Newsletter calls. Paul
i'"" n&i"t'Aomicile problems have not yef stabiliZed and that means that for a whileyet,
vou *it[ have to make do with a temporaiy editor in the 'Journal' chair. Come to think of

io*

{taia paut manaqe to Dut out iour iournals and eight Newsletters ayear, for eight
vears? Includins orepirine the paste-ups for the printeiand taking care of the distribu-

iion? and all th-af wliile htiiding'a full time job for most of that period?

This issue collains an interesting article by Governor Cees Slofstra about tle 12 ct overprint on the 10 ct Juliana-profle oft958. It shows again that there is still lots of knowledge

to be sarnered. even about well-knoum and rather recent stamps.
ThE other aiticle is the one I promised in the previous Journal issue. It is again about
two recent stamos. issued at the-inauguration of Beatrix in 1980-81. I am afraid that the
article looks ratfrei forbiddine. To foliow the story line, a pretty good knowledge about
the oroduction of stamps is eslential. To be sure, these basic principles are explained, but
there is so much of it, that the reader may well become discouraged. It is not the kind of
article to read from b'egin to end in 40 mii''utes; you will likely have to back- up_many tiPes.
It is hooed. however. t[at with some determination, the article is readable. Most collectors ha'ie s6-e vagu6 notion that a stemp with selvedge is "worth" more. The present article explains how fo make use of such selvedge and the-information it contains. "Fly-specku
philateiy is another undervalued occupation; again the present paper,incorporates several
ilirect abolications of knowine aboutlhese tiny printing flaws. If, at long last, you master
this artiife, your reward is coibiderable; you day then join the author in the joy of knowing somethiirg about stamps that had been a dark corner before.
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# 1200 AND rzrseIJEEN BEATRIX TNAUGURAL SIA.I/PS OF TIIE NETIDRIIANDSiNVPH
by Frans

HA. Rummens

Intnoduc'tion

eGelaed

-rrrface

P iLs

on January l-, 1980, the then Queen Juliana surprised the

nation; in herl New Year's message she announced, tha! 9he
would abdicate that following April30, her 71st birthday' That
meant, that Beatrix would then automatically become Queen,
on that very same moment. The surprise was complete, even
to those close to Juliana; it left only + months to prepare for
the ceremony, and it really sent officials scurrying' 4-olg
other things, oo" ot more new stamps were called for' For the
Sn."uo of-Sfamp Securities ("Diensi Zegelwaarden" in Dutch)
and for the printers at "Enschede", it meant having to come up
with at leait one stamp, from idea to design to proofs,-to
production and to distiibution, *d uU that in four months'
iEnschede"'s printinS agenda is always full, much longer than
four months in advance, so extraordinary measures were required, to fit this new stamp into their sc^hedule. This hurried
time schedule certainly contributed to, if not caused, the use
of two different printing presses and of four different pcrforators. Also, each printing run was kept short, presumably
for the same reason,which in turn led to the need for many
printing runs. The story repeated itself later in t!9 Vear; the
oflrcw
. postage rates were to go upby J allaary'l ,1981, and alotsmodified
definilives were needed in a hurry. This included
inaugural stamp, which went from 60 to a 65 ct denomination'
many piintings, two presses and four perforators were
'. Agai-n,
iniolved. Small wonder, theiefore, that these two stamps form
an exciting field of specialization for the collector-philatelist.
The mainihallenge is to be able to place individual stamps or
blocks of stampsfnto their appropiiate printing. That this is
now possible at all, is in large measure due to a veteran
philatelist, Dr. Hille Ris LamGrs, in close collaboration with

eopPGrF

Figure 1: Cross section of

photogravure plate'

depth of the depressions. With engraving, the dep-th of a typical
cot io th" -"tal is around 50 micrometers (0.05 of a mm or two

tenthousandths

of an inch), whereas in photogravure-this

depth is typically in the 5-35 micrometerrange. Because of this
shallowneis, tG ink would be wiped off entirely from largcr
colored areas. To prevent that, the image is also screened' This
means, that the ink sits in thousands -of little pits, rather than
in whole areas. Actually, this screening has two purposes; it
obviously supports the wiper, but it also-allows for half tones
(deep to shailbw pits) as wlll as for mixed colors' For example,
ied and yellow dots next to each other will pioduce an orange
image to our eyes. The inauguration stamps wqre printed in
pholtogravure with three printing colors: blue" y.ellow and-red,

all scr-eened (screen slzi tzo-tzS lines per cm) and uU !8"."
screens at an angle of 45 degrees to the base. See figye-2,w1th
the naked eye tfis dot struiture of the image is entirely indis-

ihe archivist and the master printer at "Enschede". (L,2,3,4).
Haste was an omnipresent circumstance with this issue, For
that reason it was decided, that the Bureau of Esthetic Design
PIT would internally coms up with a design. It did so by
superimposing a portrait of Beatrix (originaly photographed
byPrinc-e Claus) bn a picture of the New Church in Amsterdim, where the inaugural ceremony would take place. Notwithstanding the haste, a very qnnpathetic stamp was the
result. The Jmiling Beatrix in turtle neck sweater was immediately popular. Old time collectors though, pointe-d !9 t!9
tese-blat ce with Piet Zwart's photo montages of 1931-33

Figure 2: Screened image with a soeening angle of 45 degrees'

cernible. flowever, upon 1Ox magni{ication, the dots become
quite visible. We will return to this point later. Before one has
these three printing cylinders, a lot of work- has a\eady
preceded. The firstltep is the artist's-work of-preparing-a
model, that is the finishad art work design, usually on a scale
4x the final strmp size. This model is photographed three
times. throueh three different color filters: red, green and
violet-blue. fhese negatives are also 4x the final si2e.
From the three negatives (sometimes four, if black is a
printing color) three collective positives qle made, still on a 4x
ieal stimp size. This means that a giant film sheet receives as
**y er.po.utes, as there are to be stamps.in 49 pJi"ti"g
sheets. The machine that manage5 this considerable feat, is
called a "step and repeat" machine for self-explarratory
reasons. The next step ii a copying step; from each collective
positive, another positive is made, this time on light-sensitive
gelatinepaper. This copyrng is done through a screen; also, at

(NVPH 236, 237, L9), and murmured soTething ab-ott
plagiarism, but then there are irlwlYl spoil sports. The
denbmination was to be 60 ct, the first inland letter rate.
The Photogravurt Printing Process

As in the old time steel engraving technique, photogtavure
makes an image, that is etched into the plate. The printing-ink
will sit in these shallow depressions; the ink on the top surface
is scraped off by a wiper. In Dutch literature the term "rakel-

diepdruk" is often used in this connection; "rakel" Te?ns
r"tip"t or wiper, and "diepdruk" indicates that the printing
("dr;k') arisei from the deeper ("diep") areas. See figure- 1.
'ihere ite -aoy differences, though, between (steel)engraving
and photograwre. The "rakel" is already one; another is in the
34
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three printing colors. In tle present case, all panes had blue
fi11ing crosses, about halfhad also red crosses, while only a few
had yellow crosses as well.
In panes from the Palatia press, the fitting crosses are in a
somewhat different location, as will be discussed later.
The crucial point is, that when a new cylinder or plate is
made (because the old one is worn), new crosses must be
drawn. Although the cross point must be on exactly the same
place, the lengths of the cross's armwill normallybe different.
These dimensions of the crosses then become the tool to
deterrnins the identity of the plate (cylinder) and its stamps.
The above also e4plains why on some sheets, there are only
blue crosses. Fitting the other two colors was easy with this
particular design, even without the help of crosses, but replacing the quick-wearing blue cylinders needed to be done much
more often and also with greater precision. Note also, that
when a printing cylinder is given a new chromium plating this
does not involve new photographic intermediates and the

this point the image becomes real size. Each of the gelatine
positives is tightly wrapped around a copper cylinder. The
paper backing of the fitn can now be removed and the etching
ian start. This is done in yet another machine, where iron
chloride solution permeates through the gelatine image. The
thinner the gelatine, the faster the iron chloride gets to the
copper, and the deeper the etched image will be. The copper

cylinder plates, once approved, are then galvanically
is necessarybecause copper is too
soft. The cylinders are now ready for the printing.

chromiumplated. The latter

Ttre tayout of tlrc

kinting

She€t,

m lhe Regina Prtss

ffiIffi

crosses remain the

se-e.

Printings #1and2 ofthe60cf StamP

Although we have not yet discussed all that is needed on
printing techniques, we are far enough along now to discuss

a,,r

I puoe
Figure

j: Layout of the Regina

fitted exactly on top of

thefirst fewplfulings of the60ct stamp. What startedthe game
was, that right on issue date, philatelists who bought corner
blocks, found two different sets of blue crosses (while yellow
and red crosses, if present, stayed the same). Apparently, in
the middle of the first printing a new blue cylinder became
necessary, which we shall call cylinder blue 2. How do we know
that all these sheets came from one printing? Answer: the
"history card" of the Bureau of Stamp Securities showed only
one entry at that moment.
There are two other ways to determine the printing. Firstly,
panes often show punch holes in the selvedge. However, with
the fust two printings of the 60 ct the panes did not have punch
holes. This point will be belabored later, with the discussion of
the Palatia press (vide infra).
Secondly, one -i.ght scour the panes for "plate flaws" and
specifically those little fly specks, that occur on one printing
only, not on a previous and neither on the next printing. Such
a method requires the investigator to have (access to) a large
number of complete panes of each printing plus such crucial
information as when these panes were bought and where.
Because of the complexity of such a "plating" method, it will
only be discussed incidentally. This brings us to a well-known
quandary: several facts indicate, that one is still dealing with
one printing but clearly therewere two blue cylinders. We will
distinguish the two printings by calling them printing 1A and
1-B, while the cylinders will be called blue l- and blue 2 (with
yellow 1 and red 1 ).
Figure 5 shows the two different blue crosses, while at the
same time confirming 1fos nssignment by an interesting plate
flaw. Shown are two lowdFright blocks of R panes; the block
shown at left is from printing 1A, recognizable by the LR blue
cross of 12.4 x 4.8 mm. The block at right is from printing 18
(i.e. with blue cylinder #2),srnce the blue cross measures 11.9
x 2.8 mm. The assignment is confirmed by a tiny blue scratch
just above the right eyebrow of Beatrix, on position #100 of

those of the first positive.
One would e4pect to see
fitting crosses to be in all

printing 18, but not present on the corresponding position
#L00 of printing 1A.
Some time after the day of issue, blocks with a third set of

I
I

Epre
two-pane pinting sheet.

On the Reginn p1s5. the printing sheet looks as sketched in
figure 3. The printing is in double sheets, a left "Ln pane and a
right "R" pane, each of 10 x 10 stamps. The width of the printing
sheet equals the circumference ofthe cylinders; in actual fact,
therefore, the fwo panes come out of the press one above the
other. Above stamp #1 and under stamp #91 of the L pane,
and equally above stamp #L0 and under stamp #100 of the R
pane one finds so-called fitting crosses. Theylook rather blackish to the naked eye, but under some magnificationit turns out
that there is usually a blue, a yellow and a red cross, almost
perfectly on top of each other. The purpose is now clear; this
gives the printing supervisor a quick way of checking that all
three images are lined up properly. If one is a little off, he can

immediately correct that by shifting the corresponding
cylinder a small amount. See also figure 4. The fitting crosses
are made duringthe stage

of the production of the
collective positive. Small

cuts are made with

a

sharp thin knife along a
steel ruler. By fitting tvro
of these collective posi
tives on top ofeach other,

.

the fitting crosses for the
second positive can be
Figure 4: Improperly lined-up
ting crosses.

fit-
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Fisure 5: Two lower-igltt btocks of R panes, from pinting
Ndte the eyebrow flawbf the 18 stamp on position 100.

M and

18 respectively.

print direction as the roll of paper winds off. Note, however,
that print direction distinguisher* from<-, which is not possible with the paper direction, which is indicated as <*. The
overall sense oT the printing direction (i'et or'* vs I orf ) is
also evident from the fi6ing crosses; the long arms of the fitting

blue crosses were found, still with yellow L and red 1. This third

set of blue fitting crosses belonged evidently to a second
printing, with blue cylinder 3. Thus far, all the stamps shorved
perforition 12314 L4, the normal G-comb perforation. Also,
iU the pa.tes showed the same selvedge perforation, with trvo
extra perforation holes at the top and at the bottom, while the
other two selvedges are completely through-perforated. All of
this is typical foi the Regina press, where the printing and
perforation is done on a continuous web.

crosses are always parallel to the print direction. Furthermore,

placement of the crosses above stamp Ll-, R10, and under L91,
i1100, meaos the same thing. Again, for an continuous web
press like the Regina, the continuous perforation has the same
sense as the printing; reversely, the direction ofthe throughperforation indicates the overall printing, direction. We now
know, that the printing direction is parallel with the top and
thebottom of the stamp dssign. This confirms, whatwe already
had seen in the serration of the blue vertical line. The latter
gave the additional information, that the printing was from left
io right and not from right to left. Figure 7 shows the interlocking of all directional information.

Print Dirtction, Paper Dircction and Perforation Dirtction"

Yet another characteristic of the first two printings is their
printing direction. Where, say, the blue cylinder touches the
paper fbr the first time, the edge will appear serrated (under
at least 1-0x magnification). This is the result of the aforementioned screening under 45 degrees. The cylinder next pushes a
wall of blue ink in front of it; therefore, where the blue image
stops, a more or less solid edge appears.
in our present stamps there is a convenient vertical blue
line, on the right hand side of the design. With the stamp held
upside up, the line shows nicely the serration at left and the
solid edge at the right (See figure 6). At the same time, with

paper direction

any of the horizontal

printing dir.

ink edges, no dif-

Figtre
screen

Effect of left to ight
pintirtg ort tlte edges of a
6:

veftical line.

{#

+

ference could be seen
between top and bottom edges. Therefore
the printing direction
was from left to right,
indicated by an arrow
+ ,&rd symbolized

perf. dir

\

by "R".

If we look at the
back of the stamp, we

perforation
(cylinder)

,t
\

the lasr of rhe

printins cvlinders

Figure 7: Directions on the Regina press.

can see the paper

direction. As the paper is manufactured between giant rolls,
the paper fibers tend to line up in the direction the paper is
made. These fiber orientations are best studied on the back,
because the front of the paper is coated, which may obscure
the fibers. Also, it is easiest, to study stamps that have no gum.
On the Regina press, the paper direction becomes also the

Printirgs #3 and4 of the60 ct

Again, several months later, stamps began to show up with

totally different characteristics. For example, all panes now
showed a punch hole in their selvedge. This alone proves
already thal the printing was no longer done on a continuous
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red cross) is off to the side of stamp #100 with the long arms
of the cross in the vertical direction. These two characteristics
both prove that the printing direction was vertical, relative to
the stamp design. This can be verified by looking at the edges
in the printed design. The vertical blue line that we looked at
before, now looks the same at both edges. So, definitely not L
or R printing diiection. Looking at horizontal edges (mostly

princ irE

dlrstim
+

+

ifi
dirEtim

parforai

t

+-

I

r I II .f

ffi+"

f

-

ittirB

runch

the tops of letters such as n, e, or d), it can be seen that the top
edges are serrated, while the bottom edges are much smoother.

Therefore, the printing direction is from top to bottom (l ).h
Dutch literature this is desipated as printing direction "O" (for
"onder" : below ). The red fi11ing cross has the dimensions of
16.6x4.'J.+ mm, which is perhaps the easiest "signature" for

omss

tplr

this printing #3.
ThePerfomtors.
The first thing one notices with blocks from printings 3 and

Figtre 8: Layout of the Palatiapintittgsheets.

4 is, that there

is

complete throughperforation at the
top, left and right
sides, and that the
bottom selvedge is

web press, but rather by a sheet-by'sheet process. The punch

is"Zegelwaarden"'s way of counting and veri$ing of all those
separate sheets and panes. Apparently, the Regina press was
stillfully occupied, but the sheet-by-sheet Palatiapressbecame
available. Because of this, totally new cylinders were required
for all colors. We note this third printing by writing blue 4,
yellow 2 and red 2 , or simply 4l2l2.The lay-out of the Palatia
press printing sheet is givenin figure 8. Thus the thirdprinting

entirelywithout perforation. This is related to the fact, that

sheet-by-sheet

employed cylinder #4 for blue and cylinders #2 for the red
and for the yellow. Note also, that the Palatia press prints in
double sheets, just as the Regina. In figure 9, a lower-right
block of an R pane is shown. The fitting cross (here a single

printingimplies also

Figure 10: Sketch of a single perforasheet-by-sheet pertion comb.
foration, usually by
anindependent perforating nachine. The perforators in question consist 6f n singls comb as indicated in frgure 10.
Lookingagain at theblock of figure 9, we conclude fromthe
absence ofextra perforation holes in the bottom selvedge, that
the perforation is from the bottom to the top of the sheet. This
again makes sense, because press and perforator use the same
kind of ridges or notches to ensure, that the sheet is exactly
positioned. However, the press prints towards the ridges, while
the perforator usually works anay from these ridges. Therefore, with sheet-by-sheet production using notches, the perforating and printing directions are usually exactly opposite.
Following this reasoning, since the perforating is done from
bottom to the top, the printing directionwould be from top to

iT

L

bottom. )

Usually, the perforating is done one the printing sheets, that
is before the separation into panes. In this way, two panes can

be perforated in just eleven strokes. If the panes were fust
separated, 22 strikes would be required. By the same token, if
the printing sheets were perforated from the side, again 22
strokes would be required.
The gauge of the perforation of panes of printing #3 and,
#4 was also a surprise. Not with the horizontal perfing; that
gauge is againl2 3/4, just as with the Regina press.. However,

in trying to

measure the vertical perforation, considerable

variation is encountered; the perforation seems to vary be-

*O'
Figtre 9: Lower-rigltt block of an R pane (Palatia) with

tween 13 ll4 and L3 1/2 and even the same stamp not always
measures the same. Some precautions are needed, such as

perforatiott and pwtclt 2.
*

)

There exists an alternate method of lining up the sheets for the perforation,
namely by providing 2 or 4 pinhols in the sheets, along with corresponding
pins on the perforatorbed. These pinholes are in the selvedge, where they
. Such markings
are marked by half circles .?1 or by half squares
were totally absent from all the material discussed here.

lll
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avoiding the corner holes and the adjoining teeth. Next, work
with a magniffing glass dnd make sure, that all the marking
lines of the gauge are exactly in the centers of the holes. With
certain stamps this condition simply does not exist; put these
stamps aside for a minute. Working with the remainder, one
now finds, that there are really two gauges, namely t3

ficult-to-measure" stamps, that we set aside in the beginning,
are also usually perforated with this same O-comb. It also
follows, that in order to correctly measure the 13 Ll2 gauge,
one has to start one perforation away from the top. Should one
happen to measure across two stamps (i.e. across the correction perf), one will measure exactly, but erroneously, a gauge
of 131/4.

tl4 and

13 In, and that therefore two combs were involved. This
statement should draw incredulous faces, and the more
knowledgeable reader may even have exclaimed: "this is impossible". Let us explain. The G-format stamps measure exact-

hintings #3 and4 ofthe60ct (continrred).

ly 25.2 x 36.0 mm. The top and bottom have exactly 16
perforations (remember this is comb perforation) and therefore the horizontal gauge is 20 x 1"6 :25.2 : 12.70, which is very
close to the measured123l4. On the vertical long side, however, there are either 25 or 24"teeth" or "perfs". From that, the

We are not yet finished with printing #3. Mr. H. Haan,
master printer at Enschede at that time, remembered, that
halfway through this printing, the yellow cylinder gave out and
had to be replated with chromium. Therefore printing #3
really consists of printings 3,A, and 38, with cylinders 4/2 a/2 and
4lzb?respectively. Could this be detected on the stamps? By

:

t'wo possible gauges become ?-0x25:36.0
13.89 and 20x24
13.33. The point is that with comb perforation there
: 36.0
has to be a whole number of teeth along that side. So, it would
appear, that an extra, intermediate gauge of l3Il2 cannot exist

:

the yellow crosses, perhaps? No, because these sheets bear no

yellow crosses at all. By the punch, then? No again, because
"7*gelvtaarden" did not even know about this short intermezzo, so that the entire printing #3 got punch 2, the triangle. In
printing #3,perforationt3 Ll2was only used for 38, while L3
U4 was used for all of 3 and for some of 3B as well. Since our
block (figure 9) had perforation 13l/2 as well as punch 2, it is

with the G-format.Incidentally, 13.89 is very close to 14; the
resulting 123/4 : L4 gauge is called "G- comb". The gauge of
13.33 is close to 13 ll4 and stch a 123/4 : 13 U4 gaage is called
the Y-comb. Remains still to explain the gauge ot 131,l2; it just
does not jibe. Printers are clever people though, and they

'

'

definitely printing 38.
Actually, there is a tiny
plate flaw on the yellow

30 /IV. BO
I

fudged their way through this problem. Suppose one does have
a 12 3/4 : 13 1.12 comb, and one starts to perforate from the
bottom up. Since L31,l2is more than 131.14, the perforation
holes will be closer together, and will not quite reach the top
of the bottom row of stamps. The initial error is very small, but
if one were to continue with further strokes of the comb, the

cylinder, that only exists
on the yellow of 2a and
not at allon the2byellow
cylinder. It is a small hair
line that runs to the right from the period between "30" and the
"IV'of the lettering. See figure 11.
There was one final printing #4 of.the 60 ct denomination,
with a new blue cylinder #5 and a replated cylinder #2cfor
yellow, while still using cylinder #2 for red. The notation is

Plate flaw '30 . M'
yellow plate 2a, position 10 R.

Figure

error would grow quickly, and before soon the perforation
would cut into the design of the stamps itself. To maintain
proper spacing between rows ofperforation, the second stroke
must start a little bit higher than would be indicated by the top
perforation hole of the first stroke. In so doing, however, the
top "tooth" or "bridge" of the first stroke will now be about 0.5
mm wider than normal. In actual fact, one does not always find
these wide bridges, even if one is convinced that one is dealing
with a true 13ll2 gauge. For example, the top bridges of the

11:

of

therefore

5l2cl2. Again

the Palatia

press was
used. The

bottom stroke in figure 9 do look perfectly normal, while

blue fitting

between the second an the third stroke the wide correction
tooth is very evident. This variability is in part due to th e L23/4
:13 Ll2 comb being old and worn. Alternately, it could also be
due to the sheet being not quite positioned against the notches
at the first stroke.
There is more to be seen with this perforation of figure 9.
Look down from the top perforation hole of the right-handside'perforation track. Even with the naked eye it can be seen
that the third hole from the top is off a little to the left, while
the fourth hole is off to the right, and the 15th hole is very
clearlyoff to the right again. This is acharacteristicof this comb
and can be found in every stroke made by this comb, thus
providing an easy means of identifying this old comb. Yet
another way, is to look at the perforation holes with at least 10
x magnification. It will be seen, that this O-comb (O
Old)
produces rounded-off edges on the image side, the paper
apparently being bent down and compacted, before the needle
would begin to cut into the paper. At this magnification.we also
see other kinds ofirregularities, such as loose paper fibers, and
holes being out-of-round, best seen from the back. Compare
this with the stamps with the L3 ll4 and 1-4 gauges, and the
distinction becomes almost trivially easy. Of course, the "dif-

crosses are

different

again, while
the new yellow cylinder
can be iden-

tified, because for the
first time
there is a yel-

low fitting
cross at position l-0 of the
R pane. This

:

printing #4

v/as

per-

forated, part-

ly with the
O-comb (12

3/4 :13 I/2)
and partly
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Figure 12: Punch 5 of
60 ct.

pinting #4, L-pane,

t3Il$. This printing can also be
recognized by the diamond-shaped puncfi 5. SeJfigure 12.
with the Y--_comb (!2,3/4:

it by a "5". There is more evidence, however. It mav alreadv
have been noticed, that on the panes, the design is
ou"i
a bit into the left selvedge. fhil_ is done, so th;t all"urri.A
the stamps
of the sheet will remai" identical, even if any of the color.

ThePunches.
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Frgur-e

of punches.

punch

So far, we have encountered two punches, and it becomes
necessary now, to provide some more detail. Figure 13 gives
the punches as they have been used since their inlroducti6n in
1954. Punch "15" is not a punch at all, but a drill hole. Rather
than the_10 or so panes that can be punched at once, the hollow
bore drills through an entire pack of 500 panes. There are two
varieties: bore 6 is 6 mm. in diameter, while bore 7 creates a

'

J+ plock of 65 ct stamps, pinting 28,

1,

blue cylinder 3.

have shifted a bit. We see nowin figure L4, that the verticalblue

4: h1ng desrgn is 1ow printed in the left selvedge, whereas
with all the.60 ct printings, this vertical line was-simply not

present on the selvedge.
yellow of the 65 ct stamp also shows something new.
__ .]hg
With the 60ct stamp the background yellowwas scre
per.cm)_under 45 degrees. At first sight the yellow background
""{agX
of the 65.ct s-tamp looks as if it were screened by a veryloarse
per-cm. Actually, this is not a scieen ai all, but
screen,
?S
a change in the design. Alternating squares of yellowana*ite
were drawn in, stacked like a chesi board, thai is with the sides
of the squares parallel to the horizontal and vertical sides of
the stamp. A printer will never position a screen in this way
tlere is more proof; under 3Ox magnification it is ealy
fsain
to see, that each of these squares of O.+ iO.+ mm by itself
screened, und91 a5 degrees, by a 125 screen (as in figure 2).
For the red there is a slight plate flaw, thai is goiig to h'elp

bore hole of 7 mm. in diameter.
It Pq1, the whole practice of clipping, punching and drilling individual panes was abandoned,
-ui-r,ly becaus"e sheerby_
sheet_printing had become the exception, iather than the ruie
of old. Printing on the roll has its own security system.

.

$"

The65ctStamp

ii

As mentioned before, new postal rates were to come into
effect Jan 7,196L. That meani not only a new Inauguration
stamp, but also that this stamp had tb be produ""'d whil"
Enschede was extremely busy. This in turn led'once more to a
kal_eidoscopic multitude of cylinders and printings.
Is the 65.ct stamp simply a modified 60 ct stimp, or is it a
new stamp all by itself?That question is simple and iogical, but
the answer is not easy. We willrecount the differences'aodineo
th-e reader may make up his/her own mind on that question.
Most evident is the change in color; the blue is shifted slightly
towards the violet and the red has gone from an orange_
reddish hue-t9 a deep-er cherry red. Ho'wever, from a prodic_
tion point ofview, such color changes are quite trivial; ihey can
be achieved simply by choosing different hues of printing int.
l nrs now torces us now to state our question abit more sharply.

ry oul. Look at the spire that rises up from the ro6f of tG

in the_top-riglrt corner of the d-esign. From a point on
practical[ at its footiirg in the
root thereis averythinred_line runningto ihe top-nght Eorner,
under an angle of almost 45 degrees. See figure t5.-ahost ali
the 65 ct stamps
have this little flaw
for all the 200 posi-

".h*:!,
the
right-hand-side of thiss_pire,

tionsinthe printing
sheet, although it
may take 30x mag-

nification to

The question- may be rephrased as follows: ',were new cylind'iis

(for blue, yellow and red) prepared for the first printing ofthe

65 ct stamp, or were any of the cylinders, us"d fo, th-e 60 ct
stamp, used again for the 65 ct stamp?
..Ior the blue cylinder this is easy to answer. The change from
a "0" into a "5" in the design meanf that the whole proceis from

poftiot,
line.

f!Srrr915: Sketched enlarged
of a 65 ct stamp showingred hdir

fin-d

some of them. Inversely, this flaw is
not present on any
of the positions of
the 60

it

sheets.

The conclusion

is clear. The blue,
yellow and red _cylinders of even the first printing of the 65 ci
stamps were newly produced from the master model onwards,

design to printing cylinder had to be repeated. It is at the
design/model phase, that it is easy to cut out the "0" and replace
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the cylinders of the 60 ct
havins nothing in common with
t" speak of a new stamp' For
stamo-s.It is therefore ti?il""ili"
-t;;;til;;. fiom "1" -again' with the
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;;;;;"lthe

cvlinders

Printing Pammeters of the

65 ct
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printing
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cross
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press.
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up'
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2A or

known from other'

this com! !l
been removed. Fortunately'
*e would haveteen stuck with
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earlier stamp issues,
comb in question we have not
a very thorny p'oUf"t''itt"
gaug: is 12 314 : t4'

ililT,#;i""ii';
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from left to right' How
However,
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Tablel'
Crosses (in mm')
Dimensions of the Blue Fitting
A. The 60 cent stamP
Lower left
Upper left

Printins
-

Blue

cYlinder

t1..ZY3.3

8.2fl^6
10.8p.8

12.3x1.8

9.2x2.8

10.7Y3.2

12.013.7

11.4x3.5

t0.2Y2.3

12.zfl'.2'

5

12.gfl..4

12.7fl..1

9.9Y3.1

10.6x3.9
no cross
t2.3x4.7

Upper left

Lower left

Upper right

Lower right

Blue

t2.8x1.3

r2.5fl..6

rr.sfl..9

12.Lfl.6

t0.7Y2.7
10.8x3.0

t2.6Y2.5
13.5x2.4

)

1B

3
4

2
3
4
B. The 65 cent stamp'

18
28.,34
3B
3C,4
5

12.4x4.9

1L.3Y3.7

1A

7A,24

Lower Right

9.5x3.5

1

Printine

Upper right

cYlinder
1

)
J

12.w.9

13.LY2.3
1L.4Y2.2

4

10.94.0

14.lx2'6

tr.w.3

7.W3.9

6.1x4.2

5

7.CI(3.8

6

11.3x3.9

t0.3fl.9

t2.2Y3'7

40

1r.w.7

9.7Y3.4

t2.6x4.L
12.613.7

10.5t.8

In Table 2, the printings are tabulated with the appropriate
cylinder numbers for the blue, yellow and red, their punches
and, finally, their perforations. This Table 2 is a virtual copy of
the one published by Dr. Hille Ris Lambers (4).

sursly is an oddity.

Oiher perforaiors used for the first four printings of the 65
ct stampwere again theI23l4:13U2 O-comb and the 12314:
13 1/4 Y-comb. The irregular O-comb was only used for printings 1 and 2.

Referrnces.

Printing #5 of the 65 c{ Stamp

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For this very last printing, the Regina web press was utilized
again, which meant, of course, that totally new cylinders had
to be produced for all three colors. Printing #5 reveals its
Regina character immediately (see figure 17). Note the two
extra selvedge perforation holes both in the top and bottom
selvedges, and the fitting crosses above L 1 and R 10, and under
L 91 and R 100. Again, the perforation gauge is 12314: 14 and
there is no punch hole, everything exactly as with printings 1and 2 of the 60 ct stamp.

Dr. Hille Ris Lambers, Maandblad voor Philatelie, Feb.
1981, pp L05-7.

ibid; April 1981.,pp293-5
ibid; April 1981, pp 21b-8
ibid; March 1982,pp206-210
H. Huberts, private communication.
Adrno$ledgements.

In addition to the above, we like to express our gratitude to
the many stamp friends in the Netherlands who for years kept
sending me every Inaugural sorner block they could lay their
hands on. Their faith that one day this would lead to a publication is finally rewarded. We also thank the "Maandblad voor

Summary.

In Table 1, we give the dimensions of all the blue fitting

Philatelie" for permission to reprint the published data of
Tables I and 2 by Dr. Hille Ris Lambers. Dilia Rummens

crosses for all cylinders of the 60 and the 65 ct stamps. These

numbers are a composite of our own data, those of another
cross fanatic, Mr. H. Huberts of Breda (5), and finally some as
published by Dr Hille Ris Lambers (4).

composed the computer graphics.

Table2.

Characteristics by Printing.

A The 60 cent stamp.

Printing
1A
1B

2

3A
3B
4

Press

Cylinders

blue yellow

\1.
2t
31,
42a
42b
52c

red
L
L

I
2
2

z

B The 65 cent stamp

Printing

Cylinders
yellow

blue

11

1B

')

1

2A
28
3A

1

T

J

1.

-t

L

4
5

1

4

1

1

5
5
6

L

L

t

)

Palatia
Palatia

Perforation 123/4:

1,4

+
+
+

O
O

I
2

Printing
direction
Palatia O
Palatia O
Palatia O

Palatia
Palatia
Palatia
Palatia
Palatia
Regina

t3u4

Punch

r3U2

+
+
+

Press

red

1A

3B
3C

Printing
direction
Regina R
Regina R
Regina R
Palatia O

+
+

Perforation 12314:
14

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

O
O
O
O
O

R

4l

T3II4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

)
)
5

Punch

131t2

+
+

7

+

L

+

7
1

8
8
8
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TTM I,AST OVERPRINTS OFTIIENEIIIERI,ANDS; NVPH

#7IL

by Cees Slofstra

philatelic wicket.

Postal rates in the Netherlands gfoanged on November lst,
1957. An inland letter of up to 20 gram was,henceforth to be
ft*eO with.12 ct, rather than the 10 ct that was required
UJor". Under the prevailing condition this-meant, thqt thg
ied-brown 10 ct stamp with luliana "en profile" was replaced
bv the ereen-blue 12 c[ stamp of the same design' These stamFs
nluJ U"?o designed by S. Hartz, with J. van Krim- pen doing t!.e^
gupnio. (See-figure f) In the Netherlands it is customary (if

The number of overprinted stamps exceeded 24
million. In spite of this large
number, and in spite of the

special attention given to
t[e philatelic wickets, it is
very difficult to find complete panes of these stamPs,
-or

even large blocks. It is
remarkable, but alreadY in
the "Maandblad" of June

I

'It

(p 184) the Poor
availability of comPlete

>

t)

panes wils mentioned. The

i

Postal Museum Nether-

b

PTT Museum) in the

lands (presently called the

I
)

i ar..r

rl

Hague, has three comPlete
panes, a number ofblocks of

1t-1-13.--a

four, and a few special
specimen.

Figure 1: The design Haftz stamps of 10 and 12 ct'

In addition, we had to
our disposition several

not regulation) that the lowest denomination carrying the
'Royal-portrait, corresponds with the first inland letter rate'

own collection, as well as
several larger blocks from

other philatelists. The
origrnal panes of the 10 ct

stamps have 2fi) stamPs in

20 rows of ten. The over-

t!

a

t

a

ta

a a a a

l

a

HIH

HIH

in

a procedure as sketched above, variatiors in
the overprint are bbund to happen. The best known varieties
havebeen catalogued as NVPH # 7L2aand7L2b, {epending
on the numeral "2" in the overprint. In type I (712a) the base of
(7t2b) this base is
the "2'is about 2.0 mm, whereas in tjpe
larger at about 2.5 mm. (See figu1e Z) f!9-earlie-st req91t -of
the-se two tlpes was in the "Maandblad" of November 1958. In
that early report, the presence of type II is alreadyrepoled t9
occur oo positions 1, 1M, L07, Ll6, lL7, L?5, 727, 136' L37, and
146 in a pane with erching npmb er L2-6.The report also stated
that the R26 panes did not pbssess any typg II overprints'-The latterls contrary to iecent observations, however. The
PfT Museum has a complete pane of overprints with etching
RZi.Indeed position t his type I, but on theother 9 positions
(106, 107.....1,16) show clearly type II overprints. In this case,
therefore, g type II and 191 type I overprints.
After the &tcouery of the'rwo types of overprint, the editor
of the "Maandblad' immediately made some inquiries at the
Bureau of Stamp Securities in Haarlem. In his reply, this PTT

ll

t
a
I
I
a
a

I
I
t

a
at left, type

aaa

aaatatItaalaaalataaraatttt

out in typography with a sil-

a

I

r l a. aa r laa ta ra a r il

nery.oi6t.-Wfth

s
I

A pair of overpints; type

aa

ih;;r';i;i i; from
a 1d6,
i07: 116,' 117, iZA, nZ,
200 subject printing form. 756, 137, 146, and 147. Only
The overprint was carried position 147 has type I.
fypes b-rought together

a

2:

HI

.

*il!:l:,:':.ffi"{i11!"Xi {,:##:;iitr::,'f:t;[ii
consisted of 200 separate
poitions

s

II at ight'
42

t

a

blocks and singlss from our

Lower denominationsbf stamps have numeral desigas; these
are used, 2mongst others, for the franking of printing matter'
Because of the r-ate change, the 10 ctJuliana-profile stamp had
no proper usage anym.re. This principle still exists- today'
Whin on July d 1OSO, the first inland letter rate went from 70
ct to 75 c! the-70 ct Beatrix stamp was withdrawn from all
wickets. After the rate change of Novemb er 1957 , it turned out
that there was still a considtrable supply of the Juliana 10 ct
stamps, both at the post offices and at the Bureau for Stamp
.securities in Haadem. Because of this, a service order (#
H254-bis, May L6, 1958) stipulated the following:
1,. A number of surpfus fianting stamPs of 10 ct denominaulrz
C' in silver color. These
tion has been overprinted witn
12
for
ct.
off
will
sold
be
stamps
Z.hhe Head of the Bureau of Stamp Securities in Haarlem
will soon supply the post offices with ihese stamps--A numter
of these traveid Ue stbcked for collectors in post offices with a
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Figure 6: Two stamps of the $pe I.

At left a normal

disTance between " 7" and "2"; with the stamp at fight this
distance is shofter.
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Figtre 4: The ruost interestingblock of fourfrom the pane: type
is on position 1 only. On position 11, the distance between barc
and "C is short while that same distance is larger than normal
ott position 12.

I

II

0

I
6
5

4
3

2
1

Figure 7: Overall scheme of overpint varieties in a
200 stamp pane.
2 lype
sometimes type II, sometimes type
F spotted and filled in flag at the top of the " 7"
A short distance (0.1-0.3 mm) between barc and
letter "C"
B longdistance (0.8mnt) betweenbars and letter

:
:
:
:
ucu
S:

2*:

t

a

I

a

5: A block of eight stamps of type I from the upper half
pone, with etchilrynumber L26.

Figtre

shofter distance between

I

"

l" and

"2".

officer writes'that again proof was given how closely
philatelists study their stamps', and further on'that
initially all numerals "2" were identical, since they
were made from the same master. However, during
the printing process, which lasted several weeks, the
printing form required repairs several times because
of worn or broken type.'
It remains remarkable, however, that the wear was
mostly concentrated in a rectangular area somewhere near the center of the form.
However, provided we believe everybody's word,
there are the following overprint combinations:

a
a
a

a

II

of
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a-

d-;

one

;v

at the
Dane of 200, enfirely type I' This was reported
ivr aandblad" ; this was a pane
f
ihe
of
inchie
;dttor-

til

pane '$ffers in
oared with the pane mentioned under c', this
147'
position
1to
position
from
moved
qtp":u

ild;;;;

R26.
with
""b. elching number

i;J*tth nine type II overprints o1lhe positions''106191 posruons)'
14d (and type I overprints on the remaining
thev have
Museum;
PTT
the
in
found
6"
i; ld;;;t -uy
etchins numbers R26 and R27'

"'""]5t"iui;;

iuirh

rvp;lr

on

p9{ti91

1, as

well as on the nine

has 1'90 types I'
nositions in the rectangle "106-146". This pane
fii;;;;;;;l;iiGFrrvruseum;itcarriesetchingnumber
L26.
"-"a.
Mr'
rr, the June 1959 "Maandblad" it is reported that
showed a
catalogues)
his-postmark
for
foop-u" i*ell-knovm
1' but ten
to tfti editor-in-chief u/ith type I in p-osition
Com,lM-147'
""#
rectangli 106-107
",)'p"r ir ir tn"
"o-plete

were studied;
Of the five panes mentioned above, onlythree

the

doqm' It is
Gets ood", u. *a a. could not be-tracked
Enschede and

tft"t further researchin the archives of
positiu"results' It remains peculiar thatthe
bt the Head Bureau S-tamp.Securities
to the narrow rectangle oI Positions 106;;lrld;;
what was estabil';"Jil:-arlllini -iaa" of the print forT'
existed;
printingform
onlyone
doubta
fi.n"Oit tnut-without

"*tiUi".
ffiffi;ili;aato

#;;""il;;;;Jd
[-i;d

panes ano
this is the observation from three complete
this one
that
clear,.
is
also
It
panes.
partial
reparrs'
malor
and
minor
several
pt"i"ti"g form underwent
Other constant varieties are:
o" f6.itio" 1Q Gow 11' second stamp)
mtd un fiag-al-thg top.of the "1"'
&stance between "Ln
n
b:
6;itiont 4, Lu: u"9-1lS' distance
.1n9
is 0'5 mm rather
than noimal; the
that .75 mm. (See frgure 6)
characterised
3i"*p. )"lotft ioot \t, t 5,
.IP :
is shorter than
that
".",
":
andihe
in"bars
by; di;#;U"iro"""
(0.1-0.3 mm, rather than 0'5 mm) - .
!2, 64, and.141' the {igt1nce
"lrt-uf
is larger than normal (about
letter
"C;'
th" 6}; and'G

"iG*t
;il;dtm;;

'

; Til;";;p.i"t

rh";;;p;it'-a
i;

""i;f ililttter

77,

Ie

*;;"';l;;-r'potitioos
b"1ii;
mm).
0.8
" -ng,ti"

7 provides an overview of all varieties'

Two very special variants, a double overprint- and.an 1the printer's'
o"ti"a"ouJtititiiptoUuUfy originated from theft at
(See figure 8)

Figtre 8: Double- and inverted overpint, respectively'
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